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Optical phonons in nanoparticles with the randomness of interatomic bonds are considered both
analytically and numerically. For weak dilute disorder two qualitatively different regimes of sepa-
rated and overlapped levels are observed, resembling the case of random atomic masses investigated
previously. At stronger and/or more dense disorder, the particles become essentially inhomoge-
neous, thus constituting the minimal model to describe an amorphous phase, where the picture of
vibrational modes becomes more subtle. We concentrate here on the experimentally relevant case
of strong disorder located near the particle surface and formulate the core-shell model aimed to
describe the ubiquitous phenomenon of particle surface amorphization. We observe a peculiar effect
of volume optical phonons “repelling” from the disordered shell. It results in the Raman spectrum
in the form of a combination of narrow well-resolved peaks stemming from the quantized modes of
a pure particle core (red-shifted due to its effective smaller size), and the noisy background signal
from the disordered shell placed primarily to the right from the main Raman peak.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nanoparticles find numerous applications in mod-
ern science and technology1,2, which span the areas
from composite materials3–6 and state-of-the-art ther-
mal management7–9 to quantum computing10,11 and
biological sciences12–17. Nanoparticles can be classi-
fied by the type of constituting material as metal-
lic/semiconducting/dielectric/polymer, etc. Semicon-
ducting and dielectric species could exist in crystalline
and amorphous forms, depending on the arrangement of
atoms. An intermediate and very widespread case is the
nanoparticles with crystalline core and amorphous shell
(or coating). In this context, it is instructive to men-
tion the nanodiamonds with sp3 hybridized core carbon
atoms and sp3−x bonded carbon atoms within the amor-
phous or partly graphitized shell18–25. Importantly, the
fraction of surface atoms in nanoparticles is comparable
with the one of the core. E.g., the 4 nm diamond particle
contains approx. 6000 atoms, 3000 of which are on the
surface (within the a0 thickness layer, where a0 is the
diamond lattice parameter). Therefore, the nanoparticle
properties are significantly influenced by its surface.

This paper continues our efforts to build up the de-
tailed and precise microscopic theory of Raman scatter-
ing in nanoparticles26–30. It is focused on two main goals.
First, it elucidates the role of strongly disordered surface
shell (surface amorphization) for the Raman response in
crystalline nanoparticles. Our main result here is the
demonstration of possibility to identify and to separate
the Raman contribution originating from the disordered
surface shell and the one which comes from the relatively

clean core of the particle. We call it the “core-shell
model”, despite usually this term is used for particles
with a coating of another material (see, e.g., Ref.31).

The second goal is to extend the microscopic theory
of the optical phonon scattering in weakly disordered
nanoparticles previously developed for disorder in the
form of random atomic masses28,29 onto the randomness
of interatomic bonds. Both these mechanisms are defi-
nitely mutually related (an atom with different mass em-
bedded into the lattice is typically connected to its neigh-
bours by the bonds with different strength) and coexist
in real nanocrystallites. Here we report the total similar-
ity of contributions stemming these two mechanisms as
far as the properties of optical phonons in nanoparticles
in harmonic approximation are concerned.

In order to proceed with the above program, we utilize
the DMM-BPM26 and the EKFG27 methods previously
developed for the description of Raman spectra (RS) of
clean crystalline nanoparticles. These methods allow to
describe quantitatively the principal features of nanopar-
ticle RS, including the shift of the main Raman peak to
lower frequencies as a consequence of the size quantiza-
tion effect32 and the asymmetry of the peak shape, ap-
pearing due to “Raman-active” modes with frequencies
lower than the highest optical phonon mode frequency.
Both DMM-BPM and EKFG approaches were shown to
reproduce the RS of nanocrystals better, than the famous
Phonon Confinement Model (PCM)33,34 and without in-
troducing new fitting parameters35–39. Later on, DMM-
BPM method has been successfully used in Ref.40 for the
description and analysis of amorphous Si Raman data.

We incorporate disorder into the treatment, properly
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FIG. 1. A sketch illustrating the problem addressed in
the present paper. Bond disorder leads to optical phonons
scattering off the defects, which results in finite phonon
linewidths. (a) Model, where defect bonds distributed over
the entire nanoparticle volume. (b) Proposed model for theo-
retical description of nanoparticle surface amorphization with
strongly disordered shell, whereas the core is pure. As it
is shown in the present paper, core “volume” modes cannot
propagate in the shell and are pushed away from its region.

adopting the microscopic theory of Refs.28,29 for the de-
scription of bond disorder. Similarly to the random
masses problem investigated in Refs.28,29, this case al-
lows an analytical treatment for dilute weak (Born) and
strong disorder, whereas the dense impurities as well as
the surface randomness are a subject of numerical stud-
ies.

Investigating the model of Gaussian uncorrelated dis-
order at small values of the disorder strength parame-
ter S, we find two regimes of the optical phonon line
broadening, namely, the regime of separated levels with
the broadening which has the form Γ ∼

√
S/L3/2, and

the overlapped levels regime characterized by larger the
linewidths Γ ∼ S/L, where L is the particle size. The
difference with the result of Refs.28,29 is in the mean-
ing of the parameter S, which is now the product of the
defective bonds concentration and the (squared normal-
ized) mean bond defect amplitude (see Eq. (2) below).
At larger S the localized phonon-impurity bound states
on disordered bonds emerge, and the resonant scattering
phenomenon comes into play. As a result, the line broad-
ening is significantly enhanced, and its L-dependence is
altered. At yet larger S we focus on the surface amor-
phization. We observe the peculiar behaviour of vol-
ume modes: they can be considered as weakly broad-
ened quantized modes of a pure nanoparticle core. The
Raman spectrum in this regime can be represented as
a superposition of well-resolved narrow peaks stemming
from the quantized modes of the particle core and the
noisy background originating from the amorphous shell.

It means that the interpretation of Raman data for
such coated particles with the use of the approach
developed in Ref.30 or by means of the powder X-
Ray diffraction (XRD)41–43 will reveal the parameters
(mean size, size distribution function variance, disorder
strength, shape, etc.) of particle cores rather than that
of coated particles, so these approaches should be prop-
erly modified to account for the coating. On the con-

trary, the dynamic light scattering (DLS) and the atomic
force microscopy (AFM) provide us with the informa-
tion about the total nanoparticle size including the sur-
face shell24,44,45. The high resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy (HRTEM) is suitable for the insight into
atomic structure of particles, albeit it is a strictly local
technique23,25,45,46.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
contains the description of our model and the analysis of
the applied theoretical concept. In Sec. III we present
our results for both the bond disorder distributed over
the entire particle volume and for the core-shell model,
and discuss the optical phonon linewidths and the corre-
sponding Raman spectra. We formulate our conclusions
in Sec. IV. Some important details of EKFG calculations
are presented in Appendix.

II. THEORY

In this section we briefly discuss theoretical concepts
important for our treatment and adapt them for bond
disorder. The detailed presentation of this theory can be
found in Ref.28

Within the harmonic approximation vibrational sub-
system of a nanoparticle can be described with the use
of the “balls-springs” model

H =
∑
l

p2
l

2ml
+

1

2

∑
〈ll′〉

Kll′ (rl − rl′)
2
. (1)

Here the first summation includes all sites and the second
one runs over all pairs of (neighboring) atoms.

Disorder can be incorporated into this Hamiltonian in
several ways. In the present research we focus on the
bond disorder effects (random atomic masses have been
studied in Refs.28,29). We consider (bearing in mind,
e.g., the nanodiamonds) the particles each containing N
atoms of equal mass m (generalization to the system with
different site masses is straightforward). Bond rigidities
can deviate from their value in the pure system. With-
out any additional knowledge about chemical properties
of the nanoparticle and its surface, it is natural to assume
the delta-correlated Gaussian character of the bond dis-
order:

〈δKl1l′1
δKl2l′2

〉
〈Kl1l′1

〉2
= Sδl1l′1,l2l′2 (2)

Such an assumption (white-noise disorder) is widely used
for the description of disordered condensed matter sys-
tems universal properties, without specifying particular
information about the disorder.

For disordered particle shell we modify the defini-
tion (2) as follows:

〈Kl1l′1
Kl2l′2

〉shell

〈Kl1l′1
〉2

= Sshellδl1l′1,l2l′2 , (3)
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where the averaging takes place over the disordered shell
area of the particle. This definition reflects the real
strength of disorder in the shell, not smearing it over
the entire volume of the particle (cf. Eq. (2)). More-
over, we shall model an amorphous (strongly disordered)
surface shell using this model at large Sshell. Previously,
similar model has been used for theoretical study of low-
energy (acoustic and diffusive) modes in bulk amorphous
solids47,48.

A. EKFG

The easiest way to demonstrate the equivalence be-
tween the present case (bond disorder) and the model
with disorder in atomic masses is to use the continuous
EKFG approach27. Within the EKFG framework, the
long-wavelength optical phonon eigenfunction Y satisfies
the following equation:

(∂2
t + C1∆ + C2)Y = 0 (4)

with the Dirichlet boundary conditions Y |∂Ω = 0. So,
the optical phonon spectrum has the form:

ω2
q = C2 − C1q

2, (5)

where the “momentum” q can be found from the bound-
ary problem

∆Y + q2Y = 0, Y |∂Ω = 0. (6)

Importantly, the model parameters C1,2 are intercon-
nected with the parameters of the long-wavelength op-
tical phonon spectrum, which can be approximated as

ωq = ω0 − αq2, (7)

and can be obtained, e.g., from the Keating model49.
The eigenfunctions and eigenfrequencies of the above

problem can be used for the optical phonon field quanti-
zation as follows:

Φ(r) =
∑
n

1√
2ωn

(
bnYn(r) + b†nY

∗
n (r)

)
, (8)

and the corresponding momentum operator reads

Π(r) = −
∑
n

i

√
ωn

2

(
bnYn(r)− b†nY ∗n (r)

)
. (9)

Using the last two equations, one can introduce the
Hamiltonian of the EKFG model

H0 =
1

2

∫
Ω

d3r
[
Π2 − C1(∇Φ)2 + C2Φ2

]
. (10)

Its quantized version is simply

H0 =
∑
n

ωn(b†nbn + 1/2). (11)

As in the case of random atomic masses, the disorder-
induced perturbation of the Hamiltonian (11) reads

Himp =
1

2

∫
Ω

d3r
(
C2(r)− C2

)
Φ2, (12)

but now with C2(r)−C2 = ω2
0δK(r)/K (C2 = ω2

0). Com-
paring this formula with the previous result of Refs.28,29

(C2(r) − C2 = −ω2
0δm(r)/m), we conclude that these

two problems has one-to-one correspondence (within the
EKFG approach validity domain qa0 � 1). This results
in the phonon lines broadening of the form

Γn ∝
√

S

L3
(13)

in the separated levels regime, and

Γn ∝ Sqn (14)

or equivalently Γn ∝ νn(p)S/L if the optical phonon
spectral weights are essentially overlapped. Here νn(p) is
the coefficient which depends on the particle shape and
strongly depends on the phonon mode quantum number
n. However, the growth of Γn with n in the bond disorder
model is significantly suppressed in small nanoparticles
as compared to random atomic masses, where Γn ≈ nΓ1.
Importantly, the EKFG approach becomes only quali-
tatively correct when the phonon momentum is large
enough. In order to discuss this suppression, we turn
to the description in terms of the discrete balls-springs
(DMM) model.

B. Dynamical matrix and Green’s functions

Within the framework of the dynamical matrix method
(DMM) we shall perform the quantization in the basis
of pure particle eigenfunctions Yn(Rl) (n=1...3N). Then
the displacement and momenta operators obtain the fol-
lowing form:

rl =
1√
2m

∑
n

Yn(Rl)√
ωn

(bn + b†n) (15)

and

pl =
i
√
m√
2

∑
n

Yn(Rl)
√
ωn(b†n − bn), (16)

correspondingly.
Next, we can split the quantized Hamiltonian (1) onto

the bare part

H0 =
∑
n

ωn(b†nbn + 1/2) (17)

and the perturbation

Himp =
1

4m

∑
n,n′,〈ll′〉

δKll′√
ωnωn′

(bn + b†n)(bn′ + b†n′) (18)

(Yn(Rl)−Yn(Rl′)) · (Yn′(Rl)−Yn′(Rl′)).
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FIG. 2. The diagrams relevant for the discussion of op-
tical phonon lines broadening in weakly disordered particles
are the following . (a) The Born approximation for a weak
Gaussian disorder. In the case of separated levels regime the
Green’s function under the “arch” is dressed by disorder (self-
consistent Born approximation). (b) For rare strong impuri-
ties the T-matrix approach is fruitful, which, e.g., allows to
discuss the phonon states localized on the impurities. If the
impurities are strong and their concentration is significant (for
instance, in the amorphous shell model) both approaches fail.

Then, we can formulate the conventional disordered di-
agram technique for operators φn = bn + b†n and the

Green’s functions −i〈T̂ φnφn〉, where T̂ is the time-
ordering operator. The Green’s function averaged over
disorder configurations reads

Dn(ω) =
2ωn

ω2 − ω2
n − 2ωnΠn(ω)

, (19)

where we introduce the self-energy part Πn(ω), which can
be calculated in different approximations (see Ref.28).
For instance, at S � 1 (the self-consistent) Born approx-
imation depicted in Fig 2(a) can be used (see Appendix
for some extra details).

At the first glance, the perturbation (18) is essentially
different from the one stemming from the disorder in
atomic masses. It is indeed the case for acoustic phonons,
where

|Yn(Rl)−Yn(Rl′)| ∼ |Yn(Rl)|qna0 � |Yn(Rl)| (20)

in the long-wavelength limit. However, for long-
wavelength optical phonons and neighboring atoms
Yn(Rl) ≈ −Yn(Rl′) and Eq. (18) can be approximately
rewritten in the form:

Himp =
1

m

∑
n,n′,〈ll′〉

δKll′√
ωnωn′

(bn + b†n)(bn′ + b†n′) (21)

Yn(Rl) ·Yn′(Rl).

Corrections to this expression are small in the param-
eter qna0 . Nevertheless, they become important even
for phonon lines with numbers n ∼ 1 in very small
nanoparticles, leading to diminishing of the broadening
for these lines. As a reasonable estimation one can use for
short wavelength optical phonons |Yn(Rl)−Yn(Rl′)| ≈
|Yn(Rl)| .

We see that Eq. (21) once again demonstrates the sim-
ilarity between the case of disorder in atomic masses and
the one of disorder in bond rigidities for optical phonons.

FIG. 3. EKFG eigenfunctions of a cubic 5.3 nm diamond
particle with strongly disordered S = 0.09 “amorphous” shell.
The core-to-size ratio is L0/L = 5/6. (a) The localized state
in the shell has a sharp peak shape. (b) The eigenfunction
“repelled” from the disordered shell, which is very similar
to the highest optical phonon mode of the pure core. Its
frequency corresponds to the core size L0, and in average its
broadening is due to the rare regions in the shell, where the
eigenfunction amplitude is not negligible.

C. Strong impurities. Resonant scattering and
localized states

At large S there is a significant amount of strong
impurities, which can host the localized optical vibra-
tion modes with ω > ω0. In the one impurity problem
this possibility is governed by the dimensionless impurity
strength U ; the corresponding analysis can be performed
using the conventional T-matrix approach (see Fig. 2(b)).
For disordered atomic masses it reads (see Ref.28)

U =
δm

m+ δm
. (22)
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while in the present (random bonds) model

U =
δK

K
, (23)

Another difference arises since Eq. (23) enters the theory
with the opposite sign as compared to Eq. (22). So, the
threshold value for a bound state to appear Umin is pos-
itive (δKmin > 0). Numerical calculation using DMM
yields Umin ≈ 0.35. Following the line of reasoning pre-
sented in Ref.28, we introduce the characteristic length
scale ξ as follows:

ξ−1 = q′D
|U − Umin|

U
, (24)

where q′D ∼ 1/a0. Next, the localized state frequency
reads

ωloc = ω0 + αξ−2. (25)

Importantly, at U ≈ Umin we have ξ � a0, and
the phenomenon of resonant scattering emerges. In this
regime the bulk expression for damping

Γq ∼ ωqcimpF
ξ

a0

qξ

1 + (qξ)2
(26)

reveals the drastic enhancement of the long-wavelength
phonon line broadening, Γq ∼ 1/q, which reflects the in-
applicability of the first-order T-matrix approximation
within the proximity of the resonance. In nanoparti-
cles the finite size quantization q → qn makes Eq. (26)
qualitatively correct. Furthermore, the more involved

self-consistent theory (see Ref.50) results in Γq ∼ c2/3
imp +

O(q2). In any case the damping in the resonant regime
becomes large and the particle size dependence for over-
lapped levels Γ ∼ 1/L is violated. For Gaussian disorder
with many nearly-resonant scatterers we indeed observed
such a behavior numerically (see Fig. 8 below).

The eigenfunction Yloc of the bound state of phonon
and strong impurity is mainly concentrated in the closest
proximity of the impurity (see Fig. 3(a)). Its character-
istic size a is of the order of several a0. This allows to
estimate the Raman intensity of the localized state. If Y0

is the characteristic value of Yloc, its normalization yields∫
Y 2
locdV ∼ a3Y 2

0 ⇒ Y0 ∼ a−3/2. (27)

So, its Raman intensity can be estimated as follows:

Iloc =

∣∣∣∣∫ YlocdV

∣∣∣∣2 ∼ a6Y 2
0 ∼ a3, (28)

whereas for usual “volume” states have I ∼ L3 (see Ap-
pendix). Thus, we make a conclusion that the contribu-
tion to Raman intensity stemming from surface localized
states is small as compared to the volume modes con-
tribution. When the amount of localized states is large
their frequencies are distributed over a broad region, pro-
viding a “pedestal” for the broadened volume modes in
the Raman spectrum (see below).

Another effect of bound states with strongly localized
wave functions is a direct consequence of eigenstates or-
thogonality condition: these states “repel” other states
from the corresponding regions of space. It . Indeed, for
the smooth n-th eigenfunction (volume mode) we get

∫
Yn(r)Yloc(r)dV ≈

∫
Yn(r)δ(r− ri)dV = 0, (29)

where ri is the impurity coordinate. The last equation
implies Yn(ri) = 0 (which should be understood as the
negligible amplitude of the volume mode eigenfunction
in the vicinity of defect).

When the disorder strength in the nanoparticle shell
is large enough, the localized states “push” the volume
phonon modes away to the pure core, see Fig. 3(b). More-
over, the strong impurities with negative U also do not al-
low the volume modes to propagate, since their maximal
optical phonon frequency is significantly smaller than ω0.
Thus, the wave-functions of volume propagating modes
(upon the averaging) acquire only exponentially decaying
tails in the disordered shell. This is manifested in narrow
pure core peaks in the particle Raman spectrum. Their
positions are generally determined by the pure particle
core size and shape (see Fig. 10(c)). If there is an ad-
ditional disorder in the particle core it can be described
using the approach of Refs.28,29.

Trying to apply the above qualitative picture for parti-
cles with small cores, we observe that the Raman inten-
sity of volume modes becomes comparable with the one
of localized states. In this case the entire particle should
be considered as amorphous and our core-shell separation
breaks down. The theory of RS in amorphous materials
requires completely different approach. The correspond-
ing RS cannot be treated as a set of weakly broadened
pure particle phonon lines with their own Raman inten-
sities, see Fig. 5. The corresponding theory is out of the
scope of the present paper.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we compare our analytical quantitative
and qualitative predictions with the results of numeri-
cal modeling, and discuss the observed physical picture.
Both DMM or EKFG calculations have been performed
for various problems at hands. In practice they give the
same results on a qualitative level, and almost similar re-
sults on qualitative one. For instance, the threshold for
bound state emergence is slightly different due to differ-
ent ways of introducing the disorder in these two meth-
ods. The numerical approaches we use here for deriva-
tions of the line broadening parameters are discussed in
details in Ref.29.
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A. Bulk disorder

When the bond disorder is introduced for the entire
volume of the nanoparticle we can distinguish two well-
understood regimes of broadening at small S � 1, simi-
larly to case of mass disorder28,29.

First, at smallest S, the regime of separated levels
broadening appears. The disordered particle density of
states has the structure of separated broadened lines, and
their widths obeys the law:

Γn ∼
√
S

L3/2
. (30)

When the disorder strength grows up, the spectral
weights of individual phonon lines begin to overlap, which
results in the bulk-like DOS. This situation can be dis-
cussed using the broadened phonon lines of the pure par-
ticle with the broadening given by

Γn ∼ Sqn ∼
Sn

L
. (31)

The crossover scale between these two regimes can
be introduced either in the form of crossover disorder
strength Sc or crossover particle size Lc

Sc ∼
a0

L
⇐⇒ Lc ∼

a0

S
(32)

with the material-dependent prefactor in the r.h.s. of
Eq. (32). For nanodiamonds, it is of the order of 0.1 (see
Ref.28 for details).

Numerically we observe precisely this kind of behav-
ior. Using DMM we study broadening of the optical
phonon lines in 2.4 nm diamond particles. The results
are shown in Fig. 4. One can see (i) the crossover be-
tween the regimes of separated and overlapped levels in
the region of S ∼ 0.001÷0.01, (ii) relatively weak depen-
dence of broadening on the phonon quantum number in
the separated levels regime, and (iii) significant growth
of the linewidth with quantum number when the levels
are overlapped.

Finally, when the disorder becomes strong enough
(〈|δK|〉 being of the order of the bound state threshold),
the particle is essentially disordered and its description
in terms of broadened pure particle phonon lines is incor-
rect, see Fig. 5, where the results for the EKFG approach
have been depicted (the DMM-BPM results are almost
the same). One can see, that in this regime the individual
phonon contributions to the RS are indistinguishable.51

When there are many nearly resonant scatterers for pure
particle modes, their effect cannot be described using the
Born approximation, and the law Γ ∼ 1/L is violated (see
Fig. 8 to observe similar effect illustrated within the core-
shell model). Moreover, the T-matrix approach, which
relies on small impurity concentration, is also inapplica-
ble in this case. This strongly disordered regime (rele-
vant to amorphous particles) and its quantitative theory
in the confined geometry is a challenging problem, which
lies beyond the scope of the present study.

FIG. 4. The optical phonon linewidth Γn versus S for bond-
disordered 2.4 nm spherical diamond particles for modes with
various quantum numbers obtained within DMM. The dis-
order is distributed over the entire particle volume. The
asymptotes Γ ∼ S1/2 and Γ ∼ S for “pure” separated and
overlapped regimes are also shown.

In
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1300 1350 1400 1450
0.000

0.005

0.010

0.015

0.020

ω (cm-1)

FIG. 5. The Raman spectrum (black line) and the density
of states (orange line) obtained within the EKFG approach
numerically for a strongly disordered (amorphous) cubic nan-
odiamond with the size L = 4.4nm and with the disorder
strength S = 0.04, the disorder is distributed over the entire
particle volume. The description of the RS in terms of broad-
ened (and shifted) individual phonon lines is incorrect. Cf.
Fig. 4 from Ref.29.

B. Disordered shell and amorphization

Next, we turn to the problem of bond disorder in the
particle shell. Along with the conventional particle size
L, there emerges a novel parameter L0 – the pure core
size.

Here for disorder strength we use the definition (3).
At Sshell � 1 the difference between L − L0 (disordered
shell thickness) and L leads to diminishing of the damp-
ing rates in comparison with the case of volume disor-
der (L0 = 0). There are several important reasons for
that: (i) the decrease of volume where scattering can
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DMM
Eq. (A.8)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

0.005

0.010

0.050

0.100

0.500

1

Core size L0 (nm)

Γ
(c
m

-
1 )

FIG. 6. The damping of the first optical phonon mode Γ1 for
disordered shell with Sshell = 0.0005 (separated levels), as a
function of the disorder-free core size L0. The total particle
size is L = 2.75nm. Black dots show the result of calcula-
tions within the DMM approach and the orange curve is for
f(L0/L), given by Eq. (A.8).

take place, and (ii) the smallness of the eigenfunction
Yn(Rl) amplitude near the boundary (which is evident,
e.g., from the Dirichlet boundary conditions). The last
statement is applicable at L − L0 � L for modes with
n ∼ 1. For phonons with large n in nanoparticles the
eigenfunctions are not too small even near the boundary,
thus the corresponding linewidth Γn grows with n (see
Appendix for more details). Importantly, this means that
the first Raman-active mode can be separated from other
modes, which belong to quasicontinuum and exist in the
overlapped regime.

We illustrate this picture in Fig. 6. Taking Sshell =
0.0005 (separated levels regime) we observe the substan-
tial diminishing of the broadening parameter Γ1 with the
increasing of L0 at fixed L = 2.75nm. Next, varying the
particle size L at fixed ratio L0/L, we find the familiar
Γ ∼ 1/L3/2 behavior (see Fig. 7). At last, fixing the shell
width L−L0, we see the faster diminishing of Γ ∼ 1/L4,
which happens due to the decrease of eigenfunctions am-
plitudes in the disordered shell, see Eq. (A.8) (cf. similar
case of surface corrugations in Ref.29 Sec. VI).

When the disorder Sshell becomes strong enough, many
bound states and resonant scatterers emerge. The vol-
ume modes broadening significantly increases. Impor-
tantly, this can happen even before small-S overlapped
levels regime appears (at least for narrow disordered
shell). We investigate the corresponding effects numeri-
cally studying linewidth Γ1 particle size dependence for
parameters Sshell = 0.047 and L0 = 5L/6 (see Fig. 8).
Such a disorder strength is equivalent to 〈|δK|〉 ≈ 0.22,
which provides a lot of nearly resonant impurities in the
shell. As a result, we observe the violation of standard
1/L3/2 law for separated levels. Instead, one can see the
growth of Γ1 when L increases, as it is expected qualita-
tively for modes with finite quantized qn in the presence
of resonant scatterers.

DMM
L
-3/2

2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25

0.0100

0.0125

0.0150

0.0175

0.0200

0.0225

Nanoparticle size L (nm)

Γ
(c
m

-
1 )

FIG. 7. The linewidth of the highest optical phonon mode Γ1

as a function of the nanodiamond size calculated numerically
for disordered shell with Sshell = 0.002. The ratio of the pure
core size to the whole nanoparticle size is fixed, L0/L = 5/6.
The dots show the result of DMM calculations and the orange
line is a guide for eyes depicting the power function with expo-
nent -3/2, which corresponds to the regime of separated levels.
The shapes of both particle and its core are the spheres.
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FIG. 8. Optical phonon linewidth of the first mode Γ1 versus
the particle size L for the bond-disordered spherical diamond
particles with disordered shell, pure core, and the core-to-size
ratio L0/L = 5/6 obtained within DMM. Disorder strength
Sshell = 0.047, provides many resonant impurities in the shell.
In particular, it leads to stronger broadening for larger parti-
cles.

Under the further increase of disorder strengths
(Sshell ∼ 0.1) we observe numerically the phenomenon
of effective “localization” of volume modes in the pure
particle core discussed above. This statement is cor-
rect in average; usually there are fluctuations of disorder
within the shell resulting in weakly disordered regions,
where the volume modes can have significant amplitudes
(see Fig. 3(b)), which provides the effective broadening
of these phonon lines.

In Fig. 9 we track the Sshell-dependence of the
linewidth for several optical phonon modes in 3nm di-
amonds with the core size L0 = 1.5nm. In the strongly
disordered regime the broadening firstly drastically en-
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FIG. 9. The linewidths of several optical phonons as functions
of the disorder strength Sshell calculated for a L = 3 nm
spherical nanodiamond with the core-to-size ratio L0 = L/2
within the DMM approach.

hances upon increasing of S, then it saturates and starts
to decrease.

Such a dependence has important consequences in the
Raman spectra averaged over the particles ensemble. Us-
ing the EKFG approach we calculate these spectra for
cubic diamonds of size L ≈ 5.3 nm with L0/L = 5/6, see
Fig. 10. At the smallest Sshell = 0.0009 (Fig. 10(a)) we
observe the Raman spectrum, typical for weakly disor-
dered particles of size L, where two peaks can be distin-
guished: the main peak from the highest n = (1, 1, 1)
phonon mode, plus the 11/3 times broader (see Ap-
pendix) peak stemming from n = (3, 1, 1) mode and
equivalent modes.

When Sshell = 0.01 (Fig. 10(b)) many localized in the
shell states emerge. The peaks in RS, which correspond
to broadened phonon lines of a particle with the size L0

(quantized core modes), are well pronounced, however
the shell signal is also signinficant. It has the shape of a
long-lasting shoulder to the right from the main Raman
peak.

Finally, at largest S the shoulder stemming from the
shell becomes somewhat negligible (see Fig. 10(c), where
Sshell = 0.09). The RS can be described as the one of
L0-sized particles for which the shell plays the role of
surface disorder. So, from the point of view of Raman
spectroscopy such particles behave as the particles of size
L0, while the amorphous shell provides only a small cor-
rection to the whole particle RS, which stems from the
localized bound states (see Fig. 3) with small Raman in-
tensities.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The present paper contributes to the theory of Ra-
man spectra of disordered crystalline nanoparticles. We
address the effect of disorder in interatomic bonds on
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FIG. 10. The Raman spectra of cubic nanodiamonds with
disordered shells (Sshell = 0.0009, 0.01, 0.09 for (a), (b), and
(c), respectively); the diamonds have the size L ≈ 5.3 nm and
the core-to-size ratio L0/L = 5/6. The spectra are obtained
numerically within the EKFG approach numerically (black
lines). The main peak position in (a) is determined by the
whole particle size L, whereas in (b) and (c) it corresponds
to the size of the pure particle core L0. The red line stands
for the theoretical Raman spectrum as a sum of contributions
from the broadened phonon lines of the particle with size L
(a) and L0 (b,c).

the optical phonon lines broadening, which reveals the
regimes of separated and overlapped levels. The former is
characterized by the damping Γn ∼

√
S/L3/2 weakly de-

pending on the quantum number n of the phonon mode,
whereas in the latter Γn ∼ S/L and grows with n. When
the disorder strength S becomes large enough many lo-
calized states emerge and the particle becomes essentially
disordered. The representation of the Raman spectrum
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as a superposition of contributions from broadened pure
particle phonon lines fails in this case. This strongly dis-
ordered regime, which can be considered as a minimal
model of amorphous particles and where the RS has a
shape of a very broad peak, is out of the scope of the
present paper.

We model the important in practice case of particles
with amorphous surface within the framework of the
core-shell model. Corresponding analysis reveals, along
with the trivial separated levels regime of broadening at
small Sshell, an interesting behaviour of RS in the case of
large Sshell. The strongly disordered shell repels the op-
tical phonon modes of the particle pure core. As a result,
their broadening is rather weak because the shell plays
a role of surface disorder. Consequently, well-resolved
peaks originated from the phonon modes of the pure
core are visible in the RS, while the amorphous shell
contribution is broad and has a very small amplitude.
Importantly, this means that when treating the RS of
nanoparticles with amorphous coating using the method
developed in Ref.30 one obtains the parameters of particle
cores (its mean size, size distribution function, disorder
strength, and shape) rather than that of particles as a
whole.
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Appendix: EKFG approach and nanopowder Raman
spectrum

1. Raman spectrum

Here we provide some important details necessary
for understanding of our approach to the construction
of the Raman spectrum for ensemble of nanoparticles
(nanopowder). For the sake of simplicity we shall use
the EKFG approach equations for cubic particles. Gen-
eral ideas are described in details in Refs.26–29.

EKFG eigenfunctions (see Eqs. (4), (5), and (6)) for
cubic nanoparticle with the edge b are given by the fol-
lowing expression:

Yn =

(
2

b

)3/2

e−iωt sin
πn1x

b
sin

πn2y

b
sin

πn3z

b
, (A.1)

where the vector n = (n1, n2, n3) enumerates the eigen-
states, and the eigenvalues are

ωn = ω0 − α
(π
b

)2

(n2
1 + n2

2 + n2
3). (A.2)

The Raman intensity of each mode reads

In =

∣∣∣∣∫ YndV

∣∣∣∣2 (A.3)

=
83V

π6

(
(n1 mod 2)(n2 mod 2)(n3 mod 2)

n1n2n3

)2

,

where the symbol (ni mod2) is the remainder of the divi-
sion of ni by 2 (so, there are Raman-active and Raman-
silent modes). Importantly, for this “volume” modes the
Raman intensity is proportional to the particle volume
V .

Next, assume that the source of disorder is known and
one has an expression for the linewidth as a function of
the phonon quantum number n and the particle size L.
So, Then the Raman spectrum of such particles is given
by

IL(ω) ∝
∑
n

In
Γn(L)

(ω − ωn)2 + Γ2
n(L)

. (A.4)

For powder with the distribution function f(L) the Ra-
man spectrum reads

I(ω) =
∑
L

IL(ω)f(L). (A.5)

2. Disorder and phonon lines broadening

Both the DMM and the EKFG approaches lead to the
same diagram technique for the phonon linewidth calcu-
lation. The basic elements are the phonon Green’s func-
tions (19) and the scattering vertex (18). For weak Gaus-
sian disorder phonon self-energy Πn(ω) can be calculated
using Born approximation (the self-consistent one in the
case of separated levels, which is realized for weakest dis-
order and smallest particles), see Fig 2.

The optical phonon eigenfunctions are small near the
particle surface ∼ πnδl/L, where δl is the distance to
the boundary (cf. Eq. (A.1)). So, the contribution to
the self-energy from defects near the particle surface is
much smaller, than the one from defects near the particle
center:

Πn(ω) =
Sshell V0 ω

3
0

8

∫
dis

d3r
∑
n′

Y 2
n (r)Y 2

n′(r)

ω2 − ω2
n′ − 2ωn′Πn′(ω)

,

(A.6)
where the integration is restricted to the disordered re-
gion of particle. This is the reason why for particles with
a thin disordered shell the effect of phonon linewidth
broadening is negligibly small in comparison with the
similar disorder distributed over the particle volume (see,
e.g., Fig. 6). For separated levels only the term with
n = n′ is important in sum (A.6). Hence,

Γn ∼
√
Sshell

[∫
dis

d3rY 4
n (r)

]1/2

. (A.7)
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Then, the diminishing of the damping with the growth
of the core can be quantified (for the first phonon line of
spherical particle) as follows:

Γ1(L0)

Γ1(0)
≡ f(L0/L) =

√
1−

∫
r≤L0/2

d3rY 4
1 (r)∫

d3rY 4
1 (r)

.(A.8)

For phonon lines with higher quantum numbers the
broadening is enhanced due to larger amplitude of eigen-
functions in the shell region (see Eq. (A.1)). For example,
in the separated levels regime for cubic particle, Eq. (A.6)
yields

Γn

Γ1
=
n2

1 + n2
2 + n2

3

3
. (A.9)

In spherical particles its counterpart for the Raman-

active modes simply yields Γn/Γ1 = n2, where n is the
principal quantum number.

When the disorder strength S is not small the Born
approximation fails. Moreover, due to effectively large
concentration of impurities the T-matrix approach, suit-
able for rare strong impurities, also cannot be applied.
The nanoparticles are essentially disordered, and the
description of Raman spectra in terms of a superposi-
tion of broadened peaks stemming from the pure par-
ticle phonon modes (see Eq. (A.4)) also becomes incor-
rect. There are many localized (on strong bonds with
δK/K > 0.35) states that governs the RS in this regime.

Nevertheless, we analyze corresponding Raman spec-
tra numerically. For each disorder realization one has a
set of eigenfunctions Yn, eigenfrequencies ωn, and corre-
sponding Raman intensities In. Next, this data should
be averaged over disorder realizations. In practice, we
average over 128 samples in our calculations.
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